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Prof Georgia Tech (asst)
devel a # of systems  using HCI/Data Mining TEch

combo of automatic and interactive... best of both worlds

POLONIUM  first system

Typical Malware Detection Method

eg Symantec, McAfee gens  signature of  malware...

what abt zero-day malware?  (no time, no delay)

Symantec  repuatation-based detection

computes reputation score for each application  eg  MSWord.exe


POLONIUM  is reputation based

has a patent...
he led design and development:  120 M  users;  trillions of queries...

named after himself...

key concept;

Polonium = Polo  works with 60 terabytes of data from 50M machines anonymously reported

900M  unique files

is a file good or bad?


why is it hard?


existing research uses small datasets


observe the file and a particular machine...  file is a node and a partic machine is a node...

undirected graph:   machine-file bipartite graph
37 B edges...


Symantec has a groud truth DB of  known-good and known-bad  files

set  known-good files prior to 0.9

how to guage machine reputation?


symantec assigns a reputation score from 0 to 1.

how to propagate known info to the unknown?


key idea:  GUILT-by-Association

good files likely appear on good machines

bad files likely appear on bad machines

also known as homophily

2 by 2 matrix

files  good vs bad  

and machines: good bad:  diag values  are 0.9


use  BELIEF PROPAGATION:=BP


used in image proc, comp vision, error-correcting codes etc...


he shows an undir graph  with 3 machines and 4 files

file 1  known good =.9

file 4 known bad 0.1

and  file 2 and 3 start out as  0.5  (unknown)

A is good... its reputation propagates to file 2
iterate til it converges/ settles...

only 2 eqns:

belief =  prior belief * neighbors' opinions

and opinion for neighbor  <=  edge potential * ...

to EVAL  use  10 fold  cross validation


want minimal false alarms  (false positive)
and want  true positive to be  high

at  85%  true  positive; 
the false alarm rate is 1%  b ut actually it is
much lower

this method  boosted existeing methods by 10 percentage points

took about 3 hours  on one single  16 core machine...

can do early termination  (after 6 iterations)  that is faster

keep edges on disk  9saves 200 gb of RAM)

use HADOOP  (huh DOOP) if  graph does not fit in memory  ICDE2011.

******************
second example is NETPROBE:  finding  EBAY fraudsters

find bad sellers (fraudsters)  on eBAY
who do not deliver goods...


auction fraud is #3 crime !

who are the bad guys...

fraudsters fabricate their reputation by "trading" with their accomplices

fake transactions form near bipartite cores

they can create 2 identities:  themselves and an accomplice

they will do a phony expensive laptop sale to themselves and 
pay on time to rack up a big reputation score...

bipartite  core:  one edge separates them...


key ideas:


use homophily and heterophily:

F = fraudster
A = accomplice
H = honest person

3 by 3 matrix

F and A are likely to connect
but F and H  not likely to connect often  (ie, not to the same victim/sucker)


identify  all their accomplices

this work got lots of publicity...

lots of articles in USA today, WSJ, MSNBC  etc


"Belgian Police"  (not really) contacted him  for his source code;

this is typically an arms race...   above is NetProbe  (finding  fraudsters)

(these are automatic... the above)
**************************

Human-in-the-Loop
Apolo
presented at CHI2011

eg  look at citation network  and find more relevant nodes

seed paper on HCI
and another seed paper on Data Mining;

seed HCI paper:  who cited it and who does it cite...
other nodes are related;

so,  Apolo can also use  guilt-by-association...


Demo:  Mapping the SenseMaking Lit

nodes  (a node is a paper)
an edge is a citation

look at 80k papers from Google Scholar
and 150k citations


as an example he shows Russell and Mark Stefik 1993:


user pulls in 2 papers that he likes from a list

seed paper is the Stefik paper...
now the new 2 papers  are the new seeds... shows score for relevance with size of bullets

he naviagates and  aggregates nodes... releavnce shifts..


comment abt  homogeneity of authors/ groups... want to avoid that...  and also gaming the system...

Why BP = belief progation
partic algo:  
can specifiy positive and negative example
runs in linear time on the # of edges

but no theoret guarantee that it converges  (eg  may oscillation/ fluctuate.. but he has not seen that)


Apolo's contribs:  Human + machine:  like having a partner...

Apolo  2009 => 2010 => 2011

start with  seed paper:  Past, Present and Future of User Interface Software Tools:
task: find related papers for 2 sections in this survey apper

this was a study:

Apolo won...


model-based was one seed

but for seed "prototyping"  Apolo was much better  cuz prototyping term appears in many disciplines...

Scholar works well with key words

Recap:  Apolo:

it is mixed initiative for exploring  landscape:


Aoplo for DARPAS  35M do  ADAMS program

Anomaly detection at mult scales

eg find guys like the Fort Hood shooter...

MY VISION:
linking big data and HCI

big data:  ML, HPC, stats
HCI  visualizaiton, interaface design, usability

Project Pegasus... big data...

collaborative big data analytics  (many people  using it simult to work on analysis)

email is polo@gatrech.edu

we chat after:  I recommend medical field:
each node is a patient:  use  mixed initiative to find subsets of patients with comonalities.

also meet Leslie Chu  CS PhD student doing medical cog aides and
Jesse...  working with him;

chat with Terry Winograd;



